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Abstract:  The goal is to classify various types of wireless assaults, such as those that take advantage of vulnerable systems or rogue 

access points. There are a number of techniques that can be used to identify a rogue user at a specific point of entry. Such strategies 

and methods are quickly categorised into fundamental subfields, such as the client side, the server side, the wired side, the wireless 

side, the temporal aspects, etc. Every conceivable tactic has both advantages and disadvantages. The goal of this study is to discuss 

the difficulties and restrictions of existing strategies for detecting Rogue APs. Apply a machine learning (ML) technique to a real-

time dataset constructed from these issues. With the use of ML-based methods, rogue APs were detected and analysed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A Rogue Access Point is an AP that has not been authorised by a network administrator and operates freely within a private or public network. 

This kind of rogue ap broadcast its activities to the public. This kind of Rogue AP poses a significant risk, and its default configuration mode is 

the primary cause. In this default configuration state, authentication methods and encryption techniques are often disabled. Because the wireless 
signals are able to penetrate building walls, glasses, and other obstacles, the Rogue AP (and its malicious wireless signals) is a dangerous threat 

for various industries and public places. Students and organizational employees deploying rogue access point for unconstrained internet 

connectivity and unlimited usage is known as soft access point (type of Rogue AP). Attackers can use Rogue AP to intercept data from any 

network using both active and passive methods of data interception. Data alteration is not possible using the passive manner of interception, but a 
malicious AP can read the data. For instance, it is feasible to intercept data passing through web applications (such as usernames, passwords, etc.), 

but it cannot be changed or updated. The process by which Rogue AP actively intercepts users’ info of their live actions in cyberspace is referred 

as “internet footprinting.” For instance, in the scenario of active interception, a rogue access point has the potential to reroute and transfer the 

funds into the scammer's account rather than a legal account of victim. [1] – [9]. Rogue ap connection architecture in WLAN is shown in Figure 
1. 

 

Figure 1: Core architecture of the Rogue Access Point [9] 

A Rogue AP is a gadget that is not authorised by an administrator but is still functioning on the genuine network. This AP could have been set up 

by a legitimate staff member, or it could have been a malicious attempt at gaining unauthorised entry. It's also possible that a nearby business 
owns the AP. 

Hacktivist doctrine, business animosities, boredom, extortion and blackmail, government-authorized cyberwarfare, cybervandalism, and other 

factors are key motivators for hackers. Through a Rogue AP in boulevard or commercial cable free networks, hackers can carry out Evil-Twin, 
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MITM, Distributed Denial of service (DDoS), vehicular Rogue AP, IoT based Rogue ap, Wi-Fi Deauther, Wi-Fi signal interference, Rogue 

hotspot, duplicating MAC address, and WLAN spoofing sorts of attacks [2] [22] [14] [45]. 

II. ROGUE AP DETECTION APPROACH  

2.1 Existing Approaches and Limitations of Rogue AP Detection Methodologies 
An attacker or intruder in a Wi-Fi network can build up Rogue AP with the same BSSID, and SSID as the legitimate AP, and a wireless user in 

the system will think it is connecting to the network through the legitimate AP. Researchers, industry experts, and authors from a wide range of 

fields have all chipped in with strategies for finding and eliminating Rogue AP in WLANs. The most common detection methods used (whether 

it is based on time or snoop) in research and writing are those based on the following terms and keywords: 

Traffic in the network, time interval (time-stamp, roundtrip), characteristics of radio signals, strength of signals, radio frequency, antennas, 

channels, delay, packet analysis (serial number of packets, time, sequencing etc.), radio signal, beacon, probe, fingerprinting, spoofing of physical 

address, sniffing techniques, SSL/TCP, gateway, etc [31]. Some methods for detecting Rogue APs are wireless, while others require cable 

connections, and still, others depend on hardware/software compatibility with various OS and infrastructure settings.  

As a security and privacy concern, authors and researchers utilized various methodologies to detect Rogue AP in legitimate systems. Client-side 

approach (using Traceroute command, ICMP, DNS server), Server side approach [19] [11] [15] [12] [10], Hybrid approach [52] [52] [22] [10], 

Wired-side approach [22] [10][13], Tool-based approach [22] [10], Fingerprinting methods [19] [38] [14][13] [16] [15] [18] [11], Beacon-Framing 
[60], Radio Frequency [16], Admin side approach [17] [10], Positioning algorithm that relies on fingerprints [18], physical characteristics of AP 

like fingerprinting and clock-skew based [19] approach, Temporal features [17], TCP- round trip time [20], ACK pairs arrival time [20], signal 

strength [36] [24], Hidden Markov Model [30] [31], covert channel [21],  RTT measurement [54], Tool-Kismet based detection approach [22], 

CSI (Channel State Information) [23] etc. are various detection techniques and parameters which are used by researchers, authors and technical 
experts for Rogue AP. Here I elaborate some challenges and limitations to detect the Rogue AP. 

 

2.1.1 Client-Side Rogue AP detection approach: 
Client-side wagering that an adversary will counterfeit gateway credentials to intercept consumer data in transit. The rogue wireless network's 

faster Internet access will prevent this detection. The intruder can cause the server and wireless user to reply at the same rate as packets travelling 

through the compromised AP. Due to wireless signal strength and AP network traffic load, the wireless customer and server response time may 

vary. If the network firewall discards traceroute packets for security, this detection method may fail. By monitoring the wireless data stream, an 
adversary can avoid traceroute evil-twin (Rogue AP) detection. Traceroute uses the insecure ICMP protocol to monitor the wireless device's travel 

to the remote server. Attackers can intercept traceroute results delivered to network devices using secure wireless networks. Then, the malicious 

actor can send the victim these findings via the false wireless network. Thus, both gateways will receive the same route data, enabling Rogue AP-

based Evil-Twin detection without alarm [23] [39] [10] [18] [42] [43]. 

 

2.1.2 Server-side detection approach: 
Wireless servers outperform desktop computers in memory and computing power. After cracking authentication, attackers can establish a Rogue 

AP or launch DoS and Man-in-the-middle attacks. The consumer need not update drivers, add-ons, or credentials. The AP, Gateway Router, or 

Switch instals updates and new software. This strategy's main issue is that consumers don't know which APs are trustworthy. The user unwittingly 

links to the AP it finds while wardriving  [10] [11] [12] [15] [19]. 
 

2.1.3 Evil-Twin Rogue AP detection approach: 
Client-based services find evil twins on users' devices, whereas admin-based solutions analyse RF signals. Researchers say their SSL/TCP-based 
Evil-Twin detection approach discovers several gateways. Hackers may avoid detection by sending client data through the same authorised 

gateway. SSL/TCP won't help authors find rogue APs. Client-side activities cannot discriminate between lawful and Rogue AP, which enable 

Internet connectivity. The client's detection method will fail if Rogue APs are discovered [31] [32] [33]. 

2.1.4 Delay-based approach: 
Some WLAN experts focus on Rogue AP identification time. WLAN's medium susceptibility to interference and conflicts causes latency. This 

method is inefficient and unstable, especially in frequently trafficked WLANs. The WLAN medium's unpredictable and delay-prone nature, 

especially during high use, makes timestamped beacon frames, which are created at the AP and include the frame's inter-arrival timing at the client 
station, unreliable. Delay-oriented detection cannot detect evil-twin attacks. The attacker's gateway may make the Rogue AP's Internet connection 

speedier [60] [34] [10] [36] [36]. 

2.1.5 Air-Magnet tool based approach: 
Air-Magnet uses wireless sniffing. Sensors round the network. In a distributed agent-server architecture, physical and data link sensors can detect 

Rogue APs. The Air-Magnetic analyser costs over $3,000, making this method prohibitively expensive [14]. 

2.1.6 Kismet tool approach: 
To now, Kismet has only been able to recognise 802.11 wireless equipment. Since 802.11g is backwards-compatible with 802.11 b, Kismet may 

well be possible to perceive it, although if you chance to discover a Kismet-compatible 802.11a NIC, you can forget about the use of Kismet to 

discover some less widespread 802.11a networks [22] [10]. 

2.1.7 Covert-Channel approach: 
Because the covert channel exclusively enables for one-way interaction, the AP can only send a beacon frame to the unit and not the other way 

around [10] [50] [51]. 

2.1.8 Distributed Detection Module approach 
The Distributed Detection Module monitors and filters Gateway routers. Thus, any offender who sets up the malicious app behind the firewall and 

accesses the network, especially from the user end, can exploit the vulnerability and reach the server [10]. 

2.1.9 Channel-based techniques: 
The channel-overlapping approach is strong at finding Rogue APs that use neighbouring channels, but it is less effective at recognising those that 

use the same channel. By fine-tuning throughput deterioration and interference degree, our technique may overcome this drawback [60] [38] [26] 
[23] [10]. 

2.1.10 Packet analysis method: 
This packet analysis method cannot detect packets that bypass the core switch. A fake AP can use a 3G mobile internet connection. Packets can't 
cross any switch with port replication enabled and avoid packet analysis detection systems [37][10]. 
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2.1.11 Radio Signal Strength terminology: 
RSS-based indoor locating methods are mostly distance-based and fingerprint-based. The former is easier to build but requires the AP's transmit 

power. Uncertain transmit power complicates Rogue AP deployment. RSS is inaccurate for Rogue AP identification due to multipath and 

shadowing effects in a diversified wireless architecture. Multipath and shadowing affect RSS in complex indoor spaces. Thus, signal intensities 

may not necessarily indicate closeness to the malicious AP. Thus, RSS-based Rogue AP localization is imprecise, time-consuming, and maybe 
futile. AP placement alternatives employ the path loss model. Certain alternative AP localization algorithms use the RSS path loss model, which 

posits that the signal intensity will be greatest in the region nearest the AP when the LoS path is unobstructed. Multipath and darkness drastically 

impair RSS in the difficult enclosed region. The empirical studies show that a stable receiver's received signal intensity swings by 5dB in an indoor 

setting for around one minute, making RSS-based AP localization challenging to achieve optimum accuracy. [23] [39] [10] [18] [51] [52] [42] 
[43]. 

2.1.12 Some ML based approaches:  
Many academics use ML-based techniques to detect Rogue APs using outdated network assault datasets. So, road map to discover optimal result 
in limited time with efficiency, I worked on real-time scenario to perform network assault through Rogue AP and generate dataset and apply some 

methodologies and algorithm of ML and achieve accuracy applying multiple approaches on collecting real-time dataset. 

Liu et al. propose an AP confirmation method that uses channel condition data (CSI) to verify the target AP. At the start of online authentication, 

the AP authentication procedure is based on the CSI and the AP assessment model is trained using XGBoost [44]. The proposed AP authentication 
mechanism successfully identifies rogue APs in simulations. Amoordon et al. describe data link layer-based assaults such radio signal jamming, 

Rogue AP, and deauthentication frames utilising a machine learning technique for RSS value, sequence number gap, frame durations, and 

management subtypes. The Random Forest and KNN [45] model accurately detects deauthentication and spoofing attacks. SVM (Support Vector 

Machine), J48 (C4.5), KNN (K nearest neighbours), and MLP (Maximum-Likelihood Projection) are trained on a complete set of RTT information 
to distinguish allowed and illegitimate APs. This report contains an RTT dataset. The ML-based algorithm uses the data set to make a prediction, 

and the predictions from each method are compared to find the most accurate. Authors monitored and aggregated DNS server and AP RTT 

statistics using tracert.exe in Windows 10 [46]. 

I conducted experimental study to acquire the dataset, normalise it using ML data pre-processing techniques, and use several ML-based strategies. 
I tested ML-based algorithms on small and large datasets to detect Rogue APs. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL WORK 

3.1 Data Collection Approach 
 

 
Figure 2: Network Scenario to collect logs or dataset 

 
Attack Scenario 1: I created multiple Rogue APs using ESP8266, giving us an advantage over standard WLANs. In this section, I discussed 
attacker device specifications. We attacked the hardwood and glass cabinets and achieved signal strength up to 75 feet in a straight line. List the 

Rogue AP assault components in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Components details of Rogue AP based attack 
 

 

Device Specifications 

Attacker’s tools / devices  Victim Networks 

Notebook: HP 240 

Windows 10 Home Edition 

Intel core i3-3110M 

Breadboad, LED 

Male-Female Jumper Wire 

VMOS D1 Mini 

Tools: NodeMCU (ESP8266) 

GNU_Staff  

Redmi 3S Prime 

Xiaomi 9 Pro 
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Attack Scenario 2: I exploited Wi-Fi Pumpkin to acquire users' email addresses, login credentials, and more via a Rogue AP MITM attack. Table 

2 shows the Wi-Fi Pumpkin-based Rogue AP attack for MITM components. 

Table 3.1: Components details of Rogue AP based attack 

 

Device Specifications 

Attacker’s Tools / Devices  Victim Devices 

Notebook: Acer Travelmate P249, 

Intel core i3 

Python, Kali Linux 

Tools:Wi-Fi Pumpkin, Tendaw 311 

Samsung M31 

 

Figure 3 depicts the real-time authenticate log-based dataset I created by performing a Rogue AP attack on a lawful network. 

 

Figure 2: Network Scenario to collect logs or dataset 

 

3.2 Data cleansing and pre-processing techniques on collected dataset 
 

3.2.1 Data Cleansing process: 

Data cleaning is the first step in every machine learning project. It ensures the dataset is error-free. Data cleaning involves many 

steps that prepare data for analysis. Data is not "clean" due to human error in moderation and the inherent inadequacy of 

automated data collection and period. Data cleansing is crucial to the model's success since discrepancies and errors in training 

data might prevent algorithms from detecting patterns. The numbers and customer dataset let the model infer "dirty" goods. The 

authors started by constructing a model that can learn from both pure and corrupted data to forecast fault locations. The authors 

recommend retraining a model on a sample of actual statistics and testing it to see if it can identify user errors. After that, the 

authors tested a full dataset and found that the inferred model had above 90% correctness [47][48][51][11]. 

"Data preparation" involves several processes on raw data to make it machine-readable. A model's algorithm must understand 

training data to make accurate predictions. Logs and datasets need preprocessing. Most real-world datasets for machine learning 

have partial data, errors, and noise since they come from multiple sources. Data mining tools might struggle to identify trends 

in this skewed dataset. Thus, data must be interpreted to improve information. Reliable information is needed to make good 

decisions. Without data preparation, this high-quality data will be trashed [53] [55] [56].  

Summary of the data pre-processing: 

 Comprehend the data [55] [56].  

 Checking at dataset can tell that what to priorities [55] [56].   

 Utilize statistical techniques or pre-built frameworks to visualize dataset's class labels [55] [56]. 
 Summarize data repetitions, missing data, and abnormalities [55] [56] 

 Eliminate fields that aren't needed for modelling or are relevant to other properties [55] [56].  

 Data Pre-processing includes segmentation. 

 Determine which features help significantly to overall model training. 

3.3 ML-based method for Rogue AP 
 

Pseudo Algorithm: 

1. Start 

2. Input: Dataset Collection 

3. Output: Prediction of rogue ap and rogue ap based attack 

4. If dataset of rogue ap attack is available  

5. Then start data processing  

a. Do data cleaning 

i. Remove duplicate records 

6. Do noise cleaning 

7. Generate error free data 

8. Then start data transformation  

a. Apply data abstraction and transformation  

i. Apply nominal data conversion  

ii. Apply categorical data conversion 

9. Then apply Principal Component Analysis for dimensionally reduction of large dataset 

10. Apply multiclass logistic regression for accuracy prediction of rogue ap  

11. Else  
12. Restart the same flow for rogue ap and attack detection 
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The above pseudo algorithm shows the data pre-processing required before using ML-based approaches to a log-based dataset for 

network Rogue AP identification. Another typical mistake is layout discrepancy. After cleaning, data abstraction and transformation 

include making qualitative qualities quantitative, adjusting input size to a given value, and applying normalised statistics to created 

datasets. After abstraction, Principal Component Analysis is applied. Principal Component Analysis simplifies data analysis by 

reducing dimensions. After dimensional reduction on larger datasets, multiclass logistic regression may accurately predict Rogue 

AP. 

Here, I show a visual representation of the output of distinct ML-based methodology applied to a pre-processed dataset. 

List of ML based methods [53]-[57]: 

 MLR (Multiclass Logistic Regression) 

 Random Forest Tree 

 Random Tree 

 SLR (Simple Logistic Regression) 

 SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) with Polynomial kernel 

 SMO with RBF (Radial basis function kernel kernel) 

3.4 Output of performed various ML-based techniques to detect Rogue AP 
 

 

 

Figure 4: Result of Random Forest Tree 
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Figure 5: Result of Random Tree 

 

 

Figure 6: Result of Multiclass Logistic Regression 
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Figure 7: Result of SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) with RBFkernel 

 

 

Figure 8: Result of SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) with Polykernel 

 

 

Figure 9: Simple Logistic Regression 

 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS  

The following table mentioned the result summary of ML based Rogue AP detection methods. 

Table 3.1: Components details of Rogue AP based attack 

 

Algorithms Time (Sec.) Accuracy 

Random 

Forest Tree 

0.57 99.29% 

Random Tree 0.03 84.55% 
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MLR 5.18 99.49% 

SMO with 

RBFkernel 

2.07 99.59% 

SMO with 

polykernel 

1.58 99.59% 

SLR 21.89 97.89% 

 

SOC analysts can control all system security functions. The Network Operations Center (NOC) analysts watch for system-wide 

risks and fix them before they propagate. False positives and negatives are the biggest threats to wireless network security today. 

False negatives occur when network security systems fail to detect network threats. This demonstration of results focuses on 

rogue ap detection method reliability and time restrictions. Most research have focused on RTT values, although other 

measurements can identify rogue access points in wireless networks. Based on the results, the ideal output scenario for Rogue 

AP localizations is SMO (Sequential Minimal Optimization) with Polynomial kernel generate accuracy in 1.58 seconds with 

99.5988% data accuracy. The PolyKernel (Polynomial Kernel) and SMOregressor, a robust ML technique for SVM, integrate 

approximators and projections on time series. This method fills all blanks and converts nominal attributes to binary. Standardizes 

all parameters by default. Pairwise classification solves multi-class problems. Apply logistic regression models to SVM outputs 

for precise likelihood calculations. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In summary, as a part of my research, I fabricate a Rogue AP and employ multiple rogue AP-based attacks that compromised 

the network and its users into believing they are communicating with a legitimate service. ML-based SMO with a polynomial 

kernel may create accuracy in the shortest amount of time to detect rogue APs in WLAN, which benefits the admin and legitimate 

WLAN in the process of security. As a future scope authenticate user or administrator can manage whitelist of legitimate system 

(e.g. SSID, BSSID, channel details etc.) and performed DDoS or Wi-Fi DEauthentication attack as a counter strike on Rogue 

AP to compare with whitelist parameters. 
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